The question of how one can distinguish quark model states from 2-hadron states near an S-wave theshold is discussed, and the usefulness of the running mass is emphasized as the meeting ground for experiment and theory and for defining resonance parameters.
1. Introduction. A current problem of fundamental importance in hadron spectroscopy is: How to distinguish composites formed of two hadrons from normal quark model hadrons? There are now a handful of good experimental candidates [1] which have great difficulties in finding a place whithin the normalmodel. Examples of such states are the f 1 (1420), f 0 (1520), f 2 (1520), f 0 (1710), and Λ(1405) and a longstanding problem has been the question whether the f 0 (980) and the a 0 (980) areor KK states. All these resonances appear near an important S-wave threshold.
Recently Morgan and Pennington [2] and Zou and Bugg [3] have discussed the structure of the f 0 (980), noticing that one needs two nearby poles to describe the f 0 (980). Morgan and Pennington [2] made the important observation that this two pole structure is what is expected from a normal qq-meson near an S-wave threshold (KK) in contrast to a KK bound state, for which only one pole is expected.
This seems to provide a nice clear-cut method to almost model independently distinguish hadron-hadron bound states from normal quark model states. I shall here show that the question of whether one has one pole or two poles depends on the effective distance to left hand cuts, or on the range of the binding forces. I shall clarify the issues involved, first through some remarks of general nature, and then by emphasizing the usefulness of the concept of the running mass m(s) [4] , which also provides a good way to distinguish between aand a hadron-hadron state. The shape of this running mass function allows one to in a simple single picture discuss most of the problems involved, and at the same time to see the origin of the one pole -two pole dichotomy.
We shall be concerned with S-wave thresholds, since for higher orbital momenta the centrifugal factor makes the important S-wave square root cusp disappear. Almost all cases of practical interest are, in fact, in S-wave channels. The fact that astate sometimes requires two poles brings to the fore another old problem of great importance for experiment, which I discuss at the end: How should one parametrize a resonance near threshold? -by the pole positions or by Breit-Wigner (BW) parameters?
2. Poles fromresonances. Let us start the discussion with normalstates.
Since these have their origin in the confined sector owing their binding to gluonic exchange, they are CDD poles [5] . A school example of a CDD pole is the K 0 pole in ππ → ππ due to the weak interaction K 0 → ππ. Although usually disregarded this makes, in principle, the ππ phase shift jump by 180
• at the K 0 mass. There is a formal similarity with this K 0 pole and a normalstate, which couples bypair creation to hadron-hadron channels. Both are CDD poles and come from another sector of Hilbert space, than that spanned by the decay channels. Only the magnitude of the coupling to hadrons, is orders of magnitudes stronger forthan for K 0 . If one could make the quark pair creation very small, like in a zero-width approximation or in a quenched approximation of lattice QCD, thepoles would still remain as spikes in hadron-hadron amplitudes, albeit shifted in mass from their normal positions. In other words, the quark loops (which together with the initial quarks make hadron loops) will generally shift down the "baremasses" at the same time as the resonances aquire finite widths. This is quite different from the case of hadron-hadron bound states. There, if the coupling is decreased the state disappears completely out of existence.
Let us imagine that we could tune the baremass so that the true resonance position passes the threshold. To be concrete, let us chose the KK threshold. The I=1 channel is slightly simpler than I=0, since we expect only one resonance, the a 0 (980), whereas for I=0 one also has energy dependent complex mixing [4] between the ss and (uū + dd)/ √ 2 resonances. Near the threshold the inverse propagator has the the general form:
where m 2 0 − s comes from the barepropagator and Π(s) is the "correction" term due to KK and other hadronic loops, whose imaginary part is given in the second expression. The constant γ ′ measures the strength of the coupling to KK and G(s)
is a form factor which includes left hand cuts, and if one wishes, a factor 2m K / √ s for relativistic phase space. The simplest parametrization of G(s) is by a pole such that
The constant µ gives a cutoff, and is in order of magnitude given by the energy of the t-channel exchanges † . Normally for astate this cutoff should be large. The squared running mass m 2 (s) in eq. (1) is m 2 0 plus the mass shift function ReΠ(s), which is given by ImΠ(s) through a dispersion relation
The negative slope of this running mass, α = −dm 2 /ds, evaluated at the bound state pole is proportional to the probability (Z) to find the state as KK, when the† If the factor 2m K / √ s from relativistic phase space is included in eq. (2) the slope of linear term in (3) is increased by γ ′ /(m K π). As in the discussion following eq. (3) this linear term can be absorbed by renormalizing the coupling γ ′ .
probability is normalized to 1, i.e., Z = α/(1 + α). Thus for astate, shifted in mass a little below an S-wave threshold, Z can be close to unity, since the slope diverges at the threshold. Thus most of the time such a "unitarized remnant of astate" is found to be in a KK state, while theprobability, 1 − Z = 1/(1 + α), is small although the state owes its existence to thesector. This factor, 1/(1 + α), also appears in the KK coupling constant defined by the pole residue, g
the g KK very sensitive to the exact pole position.
The function ReΠ(s) shifts the mass down by ≈ γ ′ µ and includes a linear term, sγ ′ /µ. This constant and linear term can, however, be absorbed by the corresponding terms of the inverse propagator eq. (1) (at least for small γ ′ /µ < 1, see discussion below), by the redefinitions:
since the T matrix element, γ ′ G(s)P (s), actually depends on only two independent parameters, not on all three of eq. (3). Thus all the essential features of an S-wavepropagator near the threshold is described by the form Flatté used long time ago [6] : Conventionally [7] these are numbered such that in the k K plane (which is cut by the πη threshold along the imaginary axis) each quadrant correspond to sheets with Roman numbers shown in Fig. 1a .
The same poles discussed in Fig. 1a The remaining dotted curves in Fig. 1b shows how the pole in the s-plane is shifted when one adds a small width, Γ πη , as was done in Fig. 1a . It is interesting to note that it is the shadow of the bound state, and not the bound state itself, which is continuously connected to the resonance pole when one increases the mass of the state though the threshold region. Similarily it is the bound state (or the virtual bound state) pole which turns into the shadow pole of the resonance. Thus, although below and far above the threshold it is obvious which pole should be chosen as the physical pole, a little above the threshold both poles are "equally physical", and it is not clear which of the poles is the shadow pole! Near the threshold it is thus mandatory to give both poles in order to have a complete description of the pole structure.
In Fig. 2a This situation resembles, in fact, that of the deuteron (Fig. 2a) , or in general that of any 2-hadron bound state. There, the bareterm of eq. (1) 
In Fig. 2a the parameters for the deuteron m 
where m N is the nucleon mass, and g 2 dN N /(4π) is also fixed by a and r through the condition dm 2 (s)/ds = 0 at the deuteron pole.
Notice that for a deuteronlike state the slope of the running mass above threshold must be larger than unity, as can be seen from eq. (5). This gives the condition, r + 4/(aµ 2 ) > 0, or in practice that the effective range parameter r is positive [9] , in contrast to the case of astate where r = −8/γ is negative. This also implies that there is no crossing with s and the shadow branch, i.e. there is no shadow pole connected with a deuteronlike state, in agreement with the result of Ref. [2] . Instead, above threshold there is a second crossing of s with the linear part of the running mass (Fig. 2b) . This crossing is from below, which means that the phase shift decreases slowly through 90
• . More generally, the phase shift obtained from the running mass
is in accord with Levinson's theorem (which holds for single channel potential scattering), and which requires the phase shift to drop by 180
• from threshold to s = ∞ to compensate for the existence of the deuteron pole. suggest that anyone making a fit to a resonance near an S-wave threshold should also compute the other relevant parameters mentioned above.
In conclusion, for an S-wave resonance I find the running mass to be the natural quantity to be determined by experiment, which should be the best meeting ground for experiment, phenomenology and theory. ‡ One pole and its residue is not sufficient to fix the two parameters of the running mass, because near the threshold both of these depend to lowest order only on the quantity (m 
